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Temporal Interaction between Single Spikes
and Complex Spike Bursts in Hippocampal
Pyramidal Cells
The simplest explanation for the occurrence of bursts
isthat theyarea consequenceoflarge membranedepo-
larization as a result of strong afferent excitation. Under
this scenario, small depolarization levels would mean
the cell is silent; moderate depolarization would lead to
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Newark, New Jersey 07102 single spikes; and the largest amount of depolarization
would cause the cell to fire in burst mode. Bursts would
therefore code for the same stimulus dimension as sin-
gle spikes but with a greater signal-to-noise ratio (Lis- Summary
man, 1997; Livingstone et al., 1996). Alternatively, burst-
ing might reflect features other than overall somatic Cortical pyramidal cells fire single spikes and complex
spike bursts. However, neither the conditions neces- depolarization such as temporal properties of excitatory
afferent activity, the effects of inhibitory interneurons sary for triggering complex spikes, nor their computa-
tional function are well understood. CA1 pyramidal (Miles et al., 1996), or an interaction between afferent
excitation/inhibition and intrinsic membrane properties. cell burst activity was examined in behaving rats. The
fraction of bursts was not reliably higher in place field Proper investigation of these issues requires the intact
networks and their physiological activation. The main centers, but rather in places where discharge fre-
quency was 6–7 Hz. Burst probability was lower and goal of the present experiments was to determine the
factorsthatleadtoburstactivityinhippocampalpyrami- bursts were shorter after recent spiking activity than
after prolonged periods of silence (100 ms–1 s). Burst dal cells of behaving animals. We find that burst occur-
rence in the intact brain requires two conditions to be initiation probability and burst length were correlated
with extracellular spike amplitude and with intracellu- met: a sufficient level of excitation coupled with preced-
ing silence (nonspiking of the neuron). laractionpotentialrisingslope.Wesuggestthatbursts
may function as “conditional synchrony detectors,”
signaling strong afferent synchrony after neuronal si- Results
lence, and that single spikes triggered by a weak input
may suppress bursts evoked by a subsequent strong Variability of Complex Spike Bursts In Vivo
input. Complex spike bursts of pyramidal cells are considered
to be discrete events, distinguished from single spikes
Introduction by short within-burst interspike intervals (ISI) and de-
creasing extracellular amplitudes (Kandel and Spencer,
Fast series of action potentials, typically referred to as 1961; Ranck, 1973). While these qualitative criteria are
“bursts,” are observed in various neuronal types in the sufficient to identify typical examples, quantitative iden-
central nervous system (Connors et al., 1982; Gray and tification of burst events is not straightforward. Figure
McCormick, 1996; Kandel and Spencer, 1961; Llinas 1A shows examples of a canonical complex spike burst,
and Jahnsen, 1982; Thach, 1968). In the hippocampus, asinglespike,andanintermediateform(“pseudoburst”)
pyramidal cells exhibit bursts of 2–6 spikes of decreas- consisting of a series of spikes of decreasing amplitude
ing extracellular amplitude at short (6 ms) intervals but much larger ISIs (7–20 ms) than typical bursts. The
(Ranck, 1973). Two general functions have been attrib- variability of spike amplitude in bursting cells also poses
uted to bursts. First, the “downstream” effect of a burst a serious technical challenge to the study of bursting
is stronger than that of a single spike. Bursts have been from extracellular data, because smaller amplitude
suggested to cause supralinear summation of EPSPs in spikes may not be detected or may be misclassified as
pyramidal-pyramidal synapses and pyramidal-inter- belonging to a different cell (Harris et al., 2000). To deal
neuron synapses and discharge postsynaptic targets with this issue, we devised a quantitative measure of
more reliably than the same number of single spikes unit isolation quality (see Experimental Procedures). Of
separated by longer intervals (Csicsvari et al., 1998; the 397 unit clusters that would be judged well isolated
Miles and Wong, 1987; Thomson, 2000). Second, bursts by widely used criteria, only 66 met our strict criteria
in hippocampal pyramidal cells have been implicated and were analyzed further.
in synaptic plasticity. Pairing presynaptic activity with Analysis of the ISI histograms (Figure 1B) revealed
postsynaptic bursts in hippocampal pyramidal cells in a large peak between 2 and 6 ms, corresponding to
vitro results in long-term potentiation of the activated intraburst ISIs. For larger ISIs, the histogram count con-
synapses (Magee and Johnston, 1997; Paulsen and Sej- tinued to decrease exponentially, with no clear gap be-
nowski, 2000; Pike et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 1998). tween intra- and interburst ISIs. This was true for ISI
However, the behavioral, network, and cellular condi- histograms of individual cells and for the pooled ISI
tions under which a burst will be initiated are not yet histogram of all cells (Figure 1B). For further analysis,
clear (Bair et al., 1994; Quirk et al., 2001). we used the commonly adopted criterion, defining a
complex spike burst as a series of two or more spikes
with 6 ms intervals (Ranck, 1973). The exact choice 1Correspondence: buzsaki@axon.rutgers.edu
2These authors contributed equally to this work. of cutoff threshold was not critical; qualitatively similarNeuron
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Figure 1. Variability of Complex Spikes In Vivo
Figure 2. Comparison of Place Fields Constructed from Bursts and
(A) A canonical complex spike burst, an intermediate case (pseu-
Single Spikes
doburst), and a single spike.
(A) Place field for single spikes of a pyramidal cell. (B) Histogram of ISIs for all cells. No clear distinction is visible
(B) Place field for burst events of this cell appears smaller and has between intra- and interburst ISIs. Vertical line corresponds to the
a higher sharpness measure. arbitrary threshold of 6 ms used to define bursting.
(C) To investigate the effects of small-sample bias, a place field was (C) Variability in bursting between cells. Each point represents a
constructed from a random subset of single spikes containing the cell, with the fraction of ISIs 6 ms during the theta state on the x
same number of spikes as there were bursts. This place field also axis and during nontheta on the y axis. Burst probability is highly
appears visually smaller and has a higher sharpness measure. variable and correlated between the two states. In addition, bursting
(D) Histogram showing the distribution of the sharpness index for is stronger during nontheta activity.
200 such random subsets. The sharpness measure for single spikes (D) Probability distribution of burst lengths for a typical cell. Burst
(red) and bursts (blue) do not differ significantly from the random length 1 indicates a single spike. The linear fit indicates an exponen-
population. tial distribution. Inset: linear correlation coefficient for all cells.
(E) For exceptionally bursty cells, a trend away from the exponential
distribution is evident. ing periods of high activity. Because hippocampal pyra-
midal cells fire selectively in restricted regions of space
(“place fields”) (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971), we ex-
results were obtained using ISI thresholds up to 15 amined the spatial correlates of burst firing in a pellet
ms (see below). chasing task (Muller et al., 1987). If bursting is produced
The “burstiness” of neurons, as measured by the frac- bystrong excitation,wereasoned thattheratio ofbursts
tion of ISIs  6 ms, varied considerably between cells to single spikes would also be spatially modulated, be-
(Figure 1C). Nevertheless, the burstiness of a given neu- ing largest in the place field center where the strongest
ron showed stability across different behaviors, as dem- depolarization is expected. As a result, we expected the
onstrated by the strong correlation between burstiness place fields constructed from burst events to be sharper
during theta and nontheta states. The incidence of com- than place fields constructed from single spikes, as has
plex spike bursts was also, in general, larger during the been previously suggested (Lisman, 1997; Otto et al.,
nontheta state as compared with the theta state (Figure 1991). We set about investigating these previous obser-
1C). During theta oscillations, no systematic difference vations quantitatively using an information-theoretic
was found in the phase preference of bursts and single measure of place field sharpness (Skaggs et al., 1993).
spikes. The database did indeed contain some cells for which
The number of spikeswithin a burst varied extensively the place fields constructed from bursts appeared
within bursts of a single neuron as well as between sharper, one of which is shown in Figure 2. This visual
neurons. For the majority of neurons, the probability of impression was quantified by an increase of the place
seeing n spikes in a burst decreased exponentially with sharpness index from 0.81 (single spikes) to 0.91
n, as reflected by the linear fit of burst length probability (bursts). However, both the subjective impression and
on a logarithmic scale (Figure 1D) (Metzner et al., 1998). information measure are subject to bias due to the
In neurons showing long bursts, the burst length distri- smaller number of burst events compared with single
bution was supraexponential (Figure 1E). spikes. To avoid this bias, we constructed random sub-
sets of the single spikes, with the number of spikes per
subset equal to the number of burst events. Figure 2C Behavioral Correlates of Bursts and Single Spikes
If complex spike bursting is a result of strong dendritic shows the place field generated by one such random
subset. The place field appears sharper, and the infor- excitation, the proportion of bursts should increase dur-Hippocampal Complex Spike Bursts
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of the place field. To determine whether this observation
held in general, we computed burst proportion for each
bin of a spatial grid and related it to mean event fre-
quency (number of burst or single spike events per sec-
ond) in that bin. The behavior seen in the example case
is borne out at the group level, with the largest propor-
tion of bursts in regions where mean event frequency
was 6–7 Hz and lower proportions at higher and lower
frequencies (Figure 3C; see Experimental Procedures).
In most cells, this occurred at the periphery of the place
field. However,in cellswith place fieldcenter ratesin the
theta range, theburst proportion was typicallyhighest in
the field center. These neurons were the ones for which
the place field of bursts was sharper than that of single
spikes (see above). As a control, the same relationship
wasexaminedforinterneurons andforthesamepyrami-
dal cells using longer ISI thresholds (pseudobursts). The
control analysis of interneurons (Figure 3D) showed an
increasing proportion of “bursts” with frequency. Pseu-
Figure 3. Spatial Dependence of Burst Proportion
doburstsshowedsimilarbehaviortothatofinterneurons
(A) Place map for a single pyramidal cell. Color scale: number of (not shown), with the break between burst and pseu-
events (bursts or single spikes) per second.
doburst behavior occurring at an ISI threshold of (B)Proportionofbursteventsasafunctionofposition.Burstpropor-
15 ms. tion is highest on the periphery of the place field, but decreases in
the center of the place field. No bursts occur far from the field.
(C) Spatial areas of similar frequency were grouped together for all Relationship of Burst Activity to Firing Rate
cells and burst proportion computed as a function of frequency (see To further clarify the above observations, we examined
Experimental Procedures).
the relationship between burst proportion and event fre- (D) Control analysis for interneurons. Burst proportion increases
quencyindependentoftheongoingbehavior.According consistently with firing rate.
to the depolarization hypothesis, an increased propor-
tion of bursts was expected during periods of strong
activity. Contrary to the hypothesis, the proportion of mation measure is higher than that for all single spikes
bursts decreased at high event frequencies (Figure 4A). in this particular example (0.94). Comparison of the
In addition, the proportion of bursts also decreased at “sharpness” for bursts to a population of 200 random
the lowest firing rates (5 Hz). For the two control cases subsets of single spikes showed that the burst place
of pyramidal cell pseudobursts (Figure 4B) and in- field was not significantly sharper than the population
terneuron“bursts” (Figure4C),however, “burst”propor- of random subsets (Figure 2D). Of 54 well-isolated pyra-
tion showed a consistent increase with firing rate. The midal “place” cells recorded during free exploration,
breakpoint between burst and pseudoburst behavior burst place fields were significantly sharper in 12 cells
was again seen at an ISI threshold of 15 ms. These and significantly less sharp in 7 cells (p  0.05; 2-tailed
findings suggested that the conditions that produce quantile test).As a control,we performed thesame anal-
maximal firing rates do not necessarily produce a maxi- ysis on interneurons (n  26), which carry less spatial
mal proportion of bursts in pyramidal cells. information than pyramidal cells (Muller et al., 1987) and
do not fire complex spike bursts (Freund and Buzsa ´ki,
1996). By arbitrarily defining an “interneuron burst” as Temporal Properties of Burst Firing
The results above suggest that pyramidal cell bursting a set of spikes separated by 6 ms intervals, the infor-
mation conveyed per “burst” was significantly larger in isnotasimplereflectionofincreasedafferentexcitation.
To investigate the conditions that may be controlling 21 interneurons, with no significant effect in the re-
maining 5. burst activity, we examined the temporal properties of
the spike train in more detail. Figure 5A illustrates a These findings indicate that, for pyramidal cells, the
place fields of bursts are not, in general, sharper than “return map” for a single neuron, which shows the rela-
tionship between each successive pair of ISIs. The solid those of single spikes. However, this does not imply
that the spatial correlates of bursts and single spikes line shows the running median of ISI as a function of the
precedingISI. Themedian ISIis smallwhenpreceded by are identical. To investigate the spatial correlates of
bursts in a more direct fashion, we considered the spa- short ISIs, reaches a maximum when preceded by ISIs
of 10 ms, and becomes small again for long preceding tial dependence of burst proportion (i.e., the fraction of
all neuronal events which are bursts). If the place fields ISIs(102–103ms).Toexpressthesefeaturesmoreexplic-
itly, the probability of burst length ISIs (6 ms) is plotted of bursts were the same shape as the place fields of
single spikes (i.e., if the firing rate maps were scaled by as a function of previous ISI in Figure 5B. Short ISIs had
a high probability of being followed by a second short aconstantmultiple),burstproportionwouldbeindepen-
dent of position. Figures 3A and 3B show firing rate and ISI, corresponding to bursts of three or more spikes.
For longer ISIs, burst probability increases steadily with burst proportion as a function of space for a single
pyramidal cell. The proportion of bursts was highest, ISI, ranging from 0.1 to 0.8. If the graph was replotted
using only spikes from theta or nontheta epochs, it ap- not in the place field center, but rather, in the peripheryNeuron
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Figure 4. Dependence of Burst Proportion
on Event Frequency
Spike trains during awake and sleep behavior
were divided into 2 s bins. For each cell, bins
of similar frequency were grouped together,
and the fraction of bursts computed for each
group (see Experimental Procedures).
(A) Burst proportion as a function of event
frequency, averaged over all cells. Note the
peak at approximately 6 Hz.
(B) Control case of pseudobursts, defined to
be series of spikes separated by at most 30
ms. Burst proportion increases monotoni-
cally with event frequency.
(C) Control case of interneuron “bursts.”
Again, a monotonic increase is seen.
peared similar (data not shown). There was also a small (Figure 5C). For single spikes, little difference was seen
between activity before and after the spike. In contrast, but significant increase in burst probability in nontheta
over theta after ISIs of up to 50 ms. These results complex spike bursts tended to be preceded by periods
of low activity. Across the population, the median ISI showed that burst initiation was most probable after a
period of nonspiking activity in both theta and nontheta preceding single spikes was 48 ms. The median ISIs
preceding bursts of length 2, 3, 4, and  5 were 119, states.
To quantify the temporal dynamics at the group level, 260, 371, and 480 ms (Figure 6A), displaying a strongly
significant increase with burst length (p  0.0001, the ratio of burst initiation probability after long ISIs
(102–103 ms) and intermediate ISIs (101–102 ms) was cal- Kruskall-Wallis test)
The above analysis has indicated that bursting is sup- culated for each pyramidal neuron. To ensure accurate
estimation of the ratio, only cells that fired 10 spikes pressed by prior activity. Are bursts in particular more
effective than single spikes in reducing the probability in both conditions were used. Of the 57 such cells, the
ratio exceeded unity in 51, indicating that the probability ofsubsequent burstinitiation?Toaddress thisquestion,
we plotted the probability of burst initiation as a function of bursting in pyramidal cells is significantly higher after
a period of silence than after recent spiking (p  0.0001; of the time since the previous event and the nature of
the previous event (Figure 6B). Single spikes and bursts sign test).
This conclusion is further illustrated by comparing the were equally effective at suppressing subsequent burst
initiation. We therefore conclude that the effect of burst- distribution of activity occurring before and after single
spikes and bursts of various lengths in the example cell ing on subsequentactivity is not different fromthe effect
of single spikes. Notice also that after very long intervals
(1–10 s), the probability of burst decreases again, a find-
ing which may be compared to the lower fraction of
bursts at times or places of very low firing rates.
Spike Amplitude Predicts Burst Probability
Because extracellular spike amplitude also shows a de-
pendence on recent firing history (Quirk and Wilson,
1999), we examined whether spike amplitude and burst
initiation probability might be related. Figure 7A illus-
trates the variability of extracellular spike amplitude for
a typical pyramidal cell. The amplitude of extracellular
spikes was particularly variable during place field tra-
versals, corresponding to the vertical “bands” of dots.
The fine structure of these bands demonstrated three
noticeable features (Figure 7B). First, there was a gen-
eral downward trend in amplitude throughout the firing
period (Quirk et al., 2001). Second, spikes following a
long ISI (shown in blue) tended to initiate bursts, but
those following shorter ISIs did not. Third, spikes that
initiated bursts tended to have larger amplitudes than
Figure 5. Spike Dynamics for an Example Cell isolated single spikes.
(A) Return map of ISIs. Each dot represents a pair of consecutive The data so far have shown that burst probability and
ISIs. The black line indicates a running median. spike amplitude are both correlated with previous ISI.
(B) Probability that an ISI is less than 6 ms, as a function of the We therefore expect that burst probability will also be
preceding ISI.
correlated with spike amplitude. Mean wideband wave- (C)Averaged spike frequency, aligned on the first spike of bursts
forms of single spikes and spikes initiating bursts of of various lengths. Silent periods occur before bursts, with longer
silences before longer bursts. varying lengths are shown in Figure 7C for an exampleHippocampal Complex Spike Bursts
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Figure 6. Spike Dynamics at the Group Level
(A) Median length of the preceding silent pe-
riodasafunctionofburstlength.Aconsistent
increase is seen.
(B) The probability that an event will be a
burst, as a function of the length of silence
preceding it, averaged over all cells. The
probability increases with length of silence
but decreases again for very long silent peri-
ods (1–10 s). The data are separated ac-
cording to whether the previous event was a
singlespike oraburst;there islittledifference
between the two.
cell. The effect of spike amplitude on burst probability correlated, i.e., whether the correlation persists after the
common effect of ISI is accounted for. Figure 7D shows was confirmed at the group level with logistic regression
(t  75.7; p  0.0001; data from different cells were the relationship between preceding ISI, amplitude, and
burst initiation for an example cell. It can be seen that pooled after standardization of amplitude to the same
mean and variance). However, the question remains spike amplitude is larger for burst first spikes than for
singlespikes,evenafterafixedprecedingISI.Thiseffect whether burst probability and amplitude are partially
Figure 7. Bursts Are Initiated Preferentially
by Spikes of Large Extracellular Amplitude
(A) Extracellular spike amplitude versus time.
Each dot represents a spike. The vertical
bands correspond to periods of increased fir-
ing rate caused by place field traversals,
characterized by increased variability in ex-
tracellular amplitude.
(B) A single place-field traversal. Each dot
corresponds to an action potential and is
colorcodedaccordingtoprecedingISIlength
(see legend).
(C) Mean waveforms for single spikes and
first spikes of bursts of various lengths for
the above cell. Longer bursts are initated by
larger amplitude, narrower spikes. Error bars
show SEM.
(D) Relationship between amplitude, preced-
ingISI, andburstinduction.Gray points:scat-
ter plot of extracellular amplitude versus pre-
ceding ISI. The blue and red lines show
running median amplitude as a function of ISI
for single spikes and burst first spikes. Burst
initiating spikes are larger in amplitude, even
for the same preceding ISI.Neuron
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the behaving rat, burst probability was correlated with
the time since the last spike (p  0.01 for each cell)
(Figure 8C). Because the induced bursts occurred inde-
pendent of the network activity, these intracellular ex-
periments also support the hypothesis that the temporal
relationship between single spikes and burst is the criti-
calvariableforburstlengthratherthansomeundetected
coordinated network event.
Discussion
The main findings of the present experiments are that
for CA1 pyramidal cells: (1) bursting did not in general
occur preferentially in place field centers, but rather,
in regions of space where the neurons discharged at
intermediate frequencies (6–7 Hz); (2) the probability of
burst initiation is largest after sustained (100 ms–1 s)
periods of neuronal silence; and (3) the probability and
length ofthe burst arecorrelated withextracellular spike
Figure 8. Relation of Burst Probability to Intracellular Rising Slope amplitude and intracellular action potential rising slope.
Intracellular current step injections (20 ms steps of 0.65 nA, every
3 s), produced bursts of varying length (typically 3 or 4 spikes) in a Conditions for Generation of Complex
pyramidal cell.
Spike Bursts Inbetweencurrentsteps,thecellfiredsporadicsinglespikes.Bursts
Thefractionofcomplexspikeswaslargerafterextended were divided into “long” and “short” according to whether the num-
periods of neuronal silence (100 ms–1 s) than after short ber of spikes in the burst was greater or less than mean.
(A) Example data segment showing a step-induced burst. intervals. Furthermore, the number of spikes within a
(B) Burst length was correlated with the intracellular rising slope of burst correlated with the length of the preceding silent
the initial action potential. period. However, in locations far from the place field
(C) Burst length was correlated with the length of the preceding
center where the overall firing rate was low, or after very silent period.
long silent periods (1 s), the fraction of complex spikes
was reduced. We therefore suggest that burst produc-
tion reflects an interplay of two factors: stronger depo- was confirmed at the group level with partial logistic
regression (t  51.7, p  0.0001). Burst length was also larization increases burst probability, but it is counter-
balancedbyasuppressionofburstingbyrecentactivity. correlated with the extracellular amplitude of the initiat-
ing spike at the group level, with bursts of length 2, 3, The ideal condition for producing a burst would there-
fore be a period of silence followed by strong dendritic 4, and  5 being initiated by spikes of amplitude 5%,
10%, 13%, and 18% above mean single spike amplitude excitation. Strong but tonic excitation would cause a
smaller proportion of bursts, as it would lead to firing (p  0.0001, Kruskall-Wallis test).
of prior spikes, and there would not be a sufficient silent
period. Intracellular Correlates of Burst Length
The data in the behaving rat indicated that the probabil- We propose that complex spike bursts can be con-
ceived as conditional synchrony detectors, occurring ity of burst initiationis correlated with extracellular spike
amplitude. Previous work has shown that the extracellu- when two criteria are met: strong synchrony of excit-
atory afferents and a preceding prolonged silent period. lar spike waveform is well approximated by the first
derivative of the intracellular action potential during the According to this reasoning, during periods of sustained
activity, strong synaptic excitation will elicit further sin- rising phase (Henze et al., 2000; Jack et al., 1975). We
therefore examined the relationship between burst gle spikes, but after a period of inactivity, the same
afferent input is more likely to induce a complex spike length and intracellular action potential rising slope di-
rectly in five cells in intact anaesthetized rats. Burst burst. Further support for this proposal is that weak
commissural stimulation of CA1 pyramidal cells causes discharges were evoked by the standard method of in-
jecting sufficiently strong somatic current steps (0.5–1 an initial suppression of unit firing, followed by a re-
bound period when bursts are observed (Buzsa ´ki and nA,20–25ms),whichcausedburstsof2–5spikes(Figure
8A). This method has the advantage that the parsing Czeh, 1981). The tendency of pyramidal cells to produce
bursts after silent periods may be thought of as comple- of a spike train into single spikes and bursts is clear.
However, caution is in order since somatic current injec- mentary to firing rate adaptation; bursting serves to en-
hance the neuron’s response at the onset of a period tion bursts may have different properties compared to
those that occur naturally in vivo. of excitation, while adaptation serves to diminish its
response to continuing excitation. Foreachcell,therateofriseofthefirstactionpotential
was positively correlated with the numbers of spikes While our findings were derived from recordings of
hippocampal pyramidal cells, the temporal dynamics within the burst (logistic regression; p  0.01 for each
cell) (Figure 8B). In addition, we examined the effect of described here may also apply to bursting cells else-
where in the nervous system. It is notable that return spontaneously occurring spikes on the current step-
induced burst duration. Similar to the observations in maps of thalamocortical neurons show very similar dy-Hippocampal Complex Spike Bursts
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namics to the present observations in CA1 pyramidal
cells(Reinageletal.,1999).Furthermore,invisualcortex,
bursts tend to occur after microsaccades, when cells
undergo a sudden excitation after a period of silence
(Martinez-Conde et al., 2000).
Possible Mechanisms of Activity-Dependent
Burst Suppression
What mechanisms might underlie the suppression of
bursting by recent activity? The correlation of burst
probability and length with extracellular amplitude sug-
gests that burst suppression may result from activity-
dependent modulation of some cellular variable, which
is reflected in the extracellular amplitude.
Theclassicalmodelofcomplexspikeburstgeneration
assumes that burst firing is generated by activation of
dendriticCa2and/orNacurrentssubsequenttosoma-
dendritic back propagation of the action potential (An-
dreasen and Lambert, 1995; Azouz et al., 1996; Pinsky
and Rinzel, 1994; Su et al., 2001; Traub et al., 1994;
Wong and Prince, 1981). We therefore consider whether
the suppression effect may be understood by assuming
thatburst initiationprobabilityis afunctionof themagni-
tude of somadendritic back propagation. The temporal
dynamics of burst probability and spike back propaga-
tion are similar, with suppression by previous spiking
activity and a recovery period in the hundreds of milli-
seconds (Spruston et al., 1995; Jung et al., 1997; Mickus
et al., 1999). The main cause of the decrease in back
propagation is prolonged Na channel inactivation. We
suggest that prolonged Na channel inactivation may
account for the suppressing effects of previous spikes
Figure 9. Hypothesized Effect of Activity-Dependent Burst Sup- and that the availability of Na channels determines pression on Synaptic Plasticity
burstinitiationandduration.Supportingthissuggestion,
A weak input (red) is followed by a strong input (green). If the weak
burst length in the intracellular preparation was corre- input is subthreshold (left), the strong input can trigger a burst and
lated with the rising slope of the intracellular action po- can lead to strengthening of the weak input. If the weak input is
tential, which reflects the speed of Na entry and, there- suprathreshold (right), the evoked single spike can inhibit burst re-
sponse to the same strong input. In effect, the firing of already fore,the activationstatus ofNachannels.Furthermore,
potentiated afferents reduces the efficacy of the strong input and burst initiation probability and length were correlated
inhibits further potentiation. with extracellular amplitude, which reflects the magni-
tude of current flow during the action potential rising
phase (Henze et al., 2000; Jack et al., 1975). In this
influx). However, the relationship of bursts to subse- context, network effects might also play a role in the
quent activity was not different from that of single control of burst firing. For example, strong inhibition
spikes. following a period of activity could deinactivate Na
channels and, thus, facilitate burst occurrence.
The increased burst probability during nontheta over Functional Implications
The finding that the proportion of bursts is largest for thetamayalsobeexplainedbythismechanism.Intheta,
most spikes occur during brief epochs of rapid firing event rates of 6–7 Hz suggests that there is a point at
which the balance between excitation and suppression corresponding to place field traversals. Therefore,
greater Na channel inactivation is expected compared by preceding activity leads to maximum burst probabil-
ity.Interestingly,thisbalancepointoccursforfiringrates withthenonthetastatewheresuchintensefiringperiods
do not occur. Evidence for cumulative inactivation dur- equal to the frequency of the hippocampal theta rhythm.
Theta modulated inhibition (Freund and Buzsa ´ki, 1996) ing a place field traversal may be seen in the slow de-
crease in amplitude as the rat crosses the field (Figure may provide the silences and/or deinactivation neces-
sary to produce rhythmic bursting. Bursts of spikes at 7B) (Quirk et al., 2001).
Other cellular mechanisms may also contribute to the theta frequency have been shown to be particularly effi-
caciousforinducingLTPinhippocampalpyramidalcells activity-dependent suppression of bursts. One possibil-
ity is Ca2-dependent K channels (Traub et al., 1994). (Huerta and Lisman, 1993; Larson and Lynch, 1986; Otto
et al., 1991). Our data suggest that cellular mechanisms However, this mechanism may not fully explain our re-
sults. If Ca2-dependent channels mediate burst sup- may be tuned to produce precisely this kind of activity.
The computational function of bursts is often consid- pression, then bursts should cause more suppression
than single spikes (because bursts cause more Ca2 ered interms ofthe effecton postsynapticcells (Lisman,Neuron
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Here, nt is the number of spikes fired in a given time bin, xi is the 1997; Thomson, 2000). However, in vitro evidence sug-
position of the rat in that time bin, and dt is the time bin size. The geststhatburstsmayalsoplayacriticalroleinmodifying
kernel function w was a Gaussian of width 3 cm. synapticefficacyintheburstingcell,withtheoccurrence
of a weak (subthreshold) input prior to a strong, burst-
Quantification of Place Field Sharpness
inducing input leading to strengthening of the weak syn- Place field sharpness was quantified using a previously described
apse (Magee and Johnston, 1997; Pike et al., 1999; information-theoretic measure (Skaggs et al., 1993). This measures
the specificity of cell firing by quantifying the amount of information Thomas et al., 1998). The closer the weak and strong
in the spike train about the position of the rat, measured in bits per inputs are in time, the stronger the ensuing synaptic
spike. It is calculated as modification (Bi and Poo, 1998; Markram et al., 1997;
MageeandJohnston,1997).Itisinterestingtospeculate
I  
x
(x)

log2
(x)

p(x) dx, on the possible effects of the interplay between the
single spike and burst activity described here on this
where x is spatial location, p(x) is the probability density for the rat type of synaptic plasticity (Figure 9). If the weak input
being at location x, (x) is the firing rate at location x, and  is the is subthreshold, the strong input will cause a burst, and overall mean firing rate. More spatially specific firing leads to a
the weak pathway will be strengthened. However, if the larger value of this measure. With information-theoretic measures,
weak input is large enough to initiate a spike, this spike one must beware of small-sample bias, dependent on the total
number of spikes and estimation parameters (in this case the may inhibit the later occurrence of the burst and conse-
smoothing width). A randomization method was therefore used, quent synaptic modification. The closer the weak (but
comparing the spatial specificity of burst events to the spatial speci- suprathreshold) and strong inputs are in time, the
ficity of random subsets of the single spikes, with the size of the
stronger the veto effect of the single spike. Our findings random set being the same as the number of burst events.
suggest that the firing mode of pyramidal cells is deter-
mined by a subtle interplay of the intrinsic properties of Relationship of Burst Probability to Frequency
neurons and the timing of afferent neuronal networks. For each unit, spike activity was classified into bursts (series of two
or more spikes separated by no more than 6 ms) and single spikes. Furthermore, this interplay may affect the conditions for
Single cell spike trains were binned either by time (into overlapping synaptic plasticity in the intact brain.
2 s windows) or by space (according to the rat’s position on a 21 
16 grid). For each bin, the number of events (bursts or single spikes) Experimental Procedures
was computed. Bins with  2 events were excluded. Bins of similar
event frequency (number of events divided by total time in the bin) Physiological Methods
were grouped together according to the smallest integer greater Eighteen male rats of the Long-Evans strain (300–500 g) were im-
than or equal to 8log(f) (a log scale was used to compensate for planted with tetrodes. Prior to implantation, seven rats were trained
the smaller number of bins of high frequency). For each frequency, to run continuously in a running wheel for water reinforcement avail-
the burst proportion was calculated as the total number of bursts able in an adjacent box (Czurko et al., 1999). The remaining 11
divided by the total number of events for all bins of that frequency. animals were recorded while exploring in a large rectangular box
For each frequency, burst proportion was averaged across cells. (1.2 m X 1.2 min, 0.5 min high). An infrared LED was attached to
Error bars were estimated by a repeated measures procedure as the head stage to track the position of the animal. The location of
the standard error of burst proportion across cells after subtracting all tetrodes was histologically confirmed to be the CA1 pyramidal
overall means for each cell. layer.
After amplification and band-pass filtering (1 Hz–5 kHz), field po-
Intracellular Recording In Vivo tentials and extracellular action potentials, together with the behav-
Intracellular in vivo recordings were obtained in urethane-anaesthe- ioral events, were digitized continuously at 20 kHz with a DataMax
tizedrats,asdescribedpreviously(HenzeandBuzsa ´ki,2001).Bursts system (16-bit resolution; RC Electronics, Santa Barbara, CA). All
of 2–5spikes wereinduced by injectionof depolarizingcurrent steps experimental procedures were in accordance with Rutgers Univer-
(0.5–1 nA, 20–25 ms) at regular intervals (3–5 s). sity guidelines.
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